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the final draft of the constitution was ready on may 31,1946. the congress accepted this and ratified it. this was done by creating the constituent assembly of india (ca). ambedkar was the chairman of this assembly. the first and foremost provision of
this constitution is the directive principles of state policy. and so, in order to fulfill this obligation of the provincial government, the bombay government passed the poona pact which allowed the government to confer separate electorate on the people

belonging to the scheduled castes, and on the condition that the government of bombay province will also be accepting the recommendations of the committee set up for the purpose of deciding the matter of conferring separate electorate on the
scheduled castes. but in the end, ambedkar had to compromise on this matter for the sake of getting the act passed in the assembly. it was of course not possible for ambedkar to be an actual leader of the working classes. he never set out to educate

the masses, and he abhorred socialist ideas that had become associated with india's leftist leaders. his political role was to protect the dalits from all oppression by upper-caste hindus, and he described himself as a 'watchdog'. he was the only dalit who
believed in the possibility of true democracy, and the only dalit who did not see the congress as an ally in the fight against colonialism and imperialism. his message was that the dalits had to organise themselves on their own and create their own party.

the congress, in his view, was just a movement in search of a purpose and had lost touch with the indian masses, in spite of its socialist leanings.
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the poona pact was an agreement signed by mahatma
gandhi and dr. b.r.a. ambedkar on september 24,1934. it
was then that they realized the necessity to protect the

interests of the depressed classes and the need for
constitutional reforms. it is basically a political deal that
was signed between two prominent and famous people.
mahatma gandhi had asked dr. ambedkar to convey his

message to the constituent assembly (ca) and to
mediate with the indian national congress (inc) so that

the congress party could agree to constitutional reforms.
it was the first step towards their collaboration in drafting
the constitution of independent india. in 1923, ambedkar

had gone to london for further studies. while there, he
was involved in social service and gave speeches on

social issues. he was especially interested in the country
of the united kingdom. after his return to india, he joined

the congress party and became a good friend of the
mahatma. after the death of gokhale and gandhiji’s

retirement, the political leadership fell to the congress.
ambedkar along with his friend and future colleague lala
lajpat rai was the top congress leader in the country. in

1930, he became the first chairman of the all-india
scheduled castes federation. all the decisions of the

constitutional drafting committee were taken by the bjp.
now the all the decisions were taken by the bjp. the bjp

had prepared a draft which was handed over to dr.
ambedkar and dr. bhimrao ambedkar had to go through
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the draft and give his suggestions. this is where the
differences arose. dr. ambedkar argued that the first

draft was not a true copy of the constituent assembly’s
work. he pointed out that this draft was very insufficient

and that there was a great need for further amendments.
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